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Solminihac
By John W. Carven, G.M.
At the last meeting of the International Commission
for Vincentian Studies (G.I.E.V.), February 1980, it was
announced that during 1980 Alain de Solminihac, Bishop
of Cahors, would be beatified. A date for this blessed event
both for the Church in France and for the Double Family
of Saint Vincent has yet to be published. In recognition of
the part Bishop Solminihac played in the life of Saint
Vincent and the Congregation of the Mission, it seems
appropriate, therefore, to offer a selection from the
correspondence between Saint Vincent and Bishop
Solminihac.
The accompanying letters have been selected from
among the twenty-six contained in Volume IV of Pierre
Coste's Saint Vincent de Paul, Correspondance, Entretiens,
Documents. The majority of these letters are those from
Bishop Solminihac to Saint Vincent since the archives of
the diocese of Cahors has preserved a great deal of the
correspondence of its former bishop. The letters from
Saint Vincent are fewer. Some were found in Community
archives, such as Turin, while others were gleaned from
Louis Abelly's La Vie de S. Vincent de Paul. While not all
of these letters were addressed specifically to Bishop
Solminihac, their context led Abelly and Coste to
determine that they could only have been written to the
Bishop of Cahors. These extant letters comprise only a
part of Saint Vincent's correspondence with Bishop
Solminihac. Those which have been preserved allude to
other letters which no longer exist. However, a careful
reading of those that are extant gives some indication of
topics discussed by the two men in the missing letters.
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In the letters which follow, those written between
April 1650 and July 1653 and from among which this
selection has been taken, four major topics comprised their
correspondence: during this period, the efforts to have
Jansenism condemned by the Holy See formed one subject
for their epistolary discussions; their concern for a
dedicated episcopacy in France and, on the part of Bishop
Solminihac, for the best candidate to succeed himself
prompted requests that Saint Vincent talk to the Queen
and the Council of Conscience; since the seminary of
Cahors, founded in 1643, was the first entrusted to the
Congregation of the Mission, the Bishop's concern for this
seminary and the education of his priests is enlightening;
finally, Solminihac sought the advice and assistance of
Saint Vincent for a number of problems which beset his
diocese: the Abbey of Chancelade, of which the Bishop
was Abbot, and, perhaps surprisingly to us today, a priests'
union which was formed in the diocese of Cahors in
opposition to the saintly Bishop. As an aside, it is
interesting to observe in these letters Bishop Solminihac's
confidence in, and respect for, Saint Vincent himself and
the Congregation of the Mission which he guided.
The following letters have been excerpted from the
manuscript of the translation of Coste's fourteen volumes
undertaken by the English-speaking provinces of the
Double Family. The members of the translation project
have engaged themselves not only in an English translation,
but also in what is essentially a new edition of Coste.
Within the original Coste will be incorporated letters of
Saint Vincent discovered since the publication of Coste.
Moreover, additional footnotes will present some French
religious and political history with which English-speaking
readers could be unfamiliar. Furthermore, by means of
repetition of biographical data found in other volumes,
new footnotes will attempt to make each volume
self-contained.
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For the accompanying selected letters only material
used in the actual manuscript has been transcribed.
Footnotes which might have been added to other letters in
the manuscript have not been added here, e.g., an
explanation of Parlement or biographical data to which
only a reference to a previous letter is made. These letters,
then, are copied just as they will appear in the final
published volume.

1220 - ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT'
Mercues, May

25, 15O

Sir,
I have received two of your letters, one in April and
the other on May 14, in which I remarked the continuous
care you are taking of our Chancelade business, for which I

LETTER 1220 - Archives of the bishopric of Cahors, folio, copy
made from the original.
1Alain de Solminihac, born at the château of Belet, in Perigord, on
November 25, 1593, was only 22 years old when one of his uncles
resigned on his behalf the abbey of Chancelade (Dordogne), which
belonged to the Order of Canons Regular of Saint-Augustine. He
replaced the old buildings with new ones and brought about a revival
of discipline. On January 21, 1630 the Cardinal de la Rochefoucauld, charged by the Holy See with the reform of religious
orders in France, sent him plenary powers to visit the houses owned
by the Canons of Saint Augustine in the Dioceses of Périgueux,
Limoges, Saintes, Angoulême and Maillezais. Alain de Solminihac
had been requested in different places in order to establish the
reform. Named to the bishopric of Cahors on June 17, 1636, he
devoted himself body and soul to the Church whose pastor he was.
He procurred for his people the benefit of the missions, regularly
visited the parishes of his diocese, created a seminary for the
formation of his clergy and confided its direction to the sons of
Saint Vincent. At his death, December 21, 1659, the diocese of
Cahors was regenerated entirely. God having manifested the sanctity
of Alain de Solminihac by several miracles, his Cause was introduced
at Rome at the request of the clergy of France (cf. Vol. I, No. 146,
no. 1).
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am much obliged. In future I am going to be more cautious
in my correspondence with you, so as not to give you the
trouble of answering me.
Father Montal wrote me from Lyons that he was quite
surprised that Father Vitet was making an effort with
regard to our two titles and was going to write about it to
Abbe" Tinti.3 This Father Vitet has also written to me and
states that he no longer feels the same way about the
matter, especially since it had nothing to do with the
proceedings that we are taking in Rome. Our lawyer had
left Paris to return here, before receiving the letter that my
vicar general had written to him, etc.
The neighboring dioceses are depriving mine of priests,
by sending for them to bestow benefices on them. A short
time ago, the bishop of Sarlat4 took the vicar who was
serving the church of our Saint-Barthelemy Seminary. He
certainly did not confer a favor on. me. Yesterday he took
another; and the day before yesterday, the bishop of
Périgueux5 took another. Had I more priests than I need, I
would not mind; but I am afraid that will never be the case,
if this keeps up.

2

Vitet was a Reformed Augustinian of Chancelade.

3 Agent

in Rome of the King of France. By a decree dated December
151 1651, he was appointed "official and general forwarding and
copying agent of His Majesty at the Court of Rome to follow up all
Bulls and papal provisions."

4 Nicolas

Sevin.

5 Philibert

de Brandon, Lord of Laurent, became Councillor to
Parlement on February 18, 1622. He resigned this position after the
death of his wife, Marie de Ligny, niece of Chancellor Seguier, in
order to enter the ecclesiastical state, on the advice of Father Charles
de Condren. He was one of the founders of the Seminary of
Saint-Sulpice. Raised to the bishopric of Périgueux in 1648, after
having refused that of Babylon which Saint Vincent had proposed
for him, he occupied this See till his unexpected death on July 11,
1652 (cf. Vol. II, No. 433, no. 12).
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Not long ago, the bishop of Tulle almost died of a
stroke. It would seem that he is not going to live much
longer, given his age and the state of his health. Be so good
as to prepare the Queen to fill this bishopric with a worthy
subject, when it becomes vacant, for it is in a very bad
state. Kindly tell Her Majesty that I implore this of her
with all my heart, so that by this means we shall be able to
restore devotion to the Virgin of Rocamadour,7 which is
the most renowned sanctuary in the kingdom.
When you see Father Olier, please ask him about the
qualifications of the Dean of Carennac8 of my diocese,
and if he considers him suited to be a bishop, because I
cannot see anyone in Guyenne who could occupy this See
better than he. I have mentioned this to you previously.
He is a person of great piety and an example of virtue in
my diocese. I am telling you this, so that if the Queen
should ask you whether you know of anybody suited to
the position, you might consider whether you should
suggest him. It is a small bishopric and worth about seven
or eight thousand liures.
I must tell you that my heart bleeds with sorrow over
the reproaches people are making me from one day to the
next concerning the life one of our young neighboring
prelates9 is leading. Recently, he rented a house outside of
his capital city, for 600 ecus10 to have a place to keep a
6 Jean-Richard

de Genoulhac de Vaillac. He was Bishop of Tulle from
1599 to 1652, the year of his death.

7A

locality of the district of Gourdon (Lot).

8A

locality of the same district.

9 Probably

Jacques de Montrogue, appointed Bishop of Saint-Flour in
1647. He died in 1661.

10 Throughout this edition the various denominations of French money
have been left in the French since no adequate, unchanging value in
American dollars can be assigned.
It
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pack of hounds and hunting dogs. In a word, he is
completely absorbed in hunting, in brevibus,11 with a rifle
slung over his shoulder. You were right in opposing his
promotion; and would to God, your advice had been
followed!
I am praying that God will inspire the Queen to
appoint to bishoprics subjects worthy of such eminent
responsibilities. In the meantime, do me the favor of
believing me to be, etc
Alain
Bishop of Cahors.

1296 - ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT
December 1650
Sir
My official' has been instructed to follow your advice
about requesting a recall. Since you do not think it
advisable to do this before three months' time, he will put
it off not only for that length of time but for as long as
you judge it opportune. Meanwhile, allow me to thank you
very humbly for the care you have taken to provide the
opportunity for Fathers Vitet and Parrot to make their
retreat. I think they stand in need of it, so I beg you to
11

Probably in short hunting attire.

LETTER 1296 - Archives of the bishopric of Cahors, folio, copy
made from the original.
i Ecclesiastical judge. According to No. 1308, this is M. des Vergnes.
2 Both

were Reformed Augustinians of the monastery of Chancelade.
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extend this charity to them and to inform Father Vitet of
his obligation to have the decision of Grosbois declared
null and void.
Parlement4 has just issued a decree depriving me of the
right to appoint the preacher, giving it instead to the
councillors of a town. My predecessors and I have always
enjoyed this privilege and I still pay my share of wages for
ft. This is just to prove to you that I can never expect
justice from this Parlement. M. de Magnac5 had asked me
to allow one of the clergymen from my diocese to remain
for a time in the seminary he had established at Magnac in
Limousin,6 and that the year he would spend there
(because he has not yet received any sacred orders) would
count for a year spent in our seminary at Cahors. I replied
that I would allow him to spend that year there, but as to
the rest, I would discuss it with his brother, the dean of
Carennac. He answered that he was quite surprised by my
refusal and asked me to leave it to your judgment and to
that of the pastor of Saint-Sulpice.7
However, I feel it my duty to let you know that,
according to our synodal statutes, the clerics of my diocese
are obliged to spend six months in our seminary before
taking the sub-diaconate, and six months before ordination
to the priesthood. For some years now, I have been
making them stay an entire year before the sub-diaconate,
which is likewise done. In the conference held with the
bishops who were here about fifteen months ago, a copy
3See

No. 1187.

4 The

Parlement of Toulouse.

5 Antoine

de Salignac, marquis de Magnac, lieutenant-general to the
government of Upper and Lower Marche. Fénelon (François de
Salignac de la Mothe, future archbishop of Cambrai) was his nephew.

6 Magnac-Laval
7

(Haute-Vienne).

Jean-Jacques Olier.
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of which you have, it is stated as you can see if you take
the trouble to look, that they shall remain there a year
before taking the first sacred order. Those who have not
yet established seminaries will send their clerics to nearby
ones.
Now, after all this consider whether I can dispense this
person, allow this exception and its consequences by
sending him to a new and unformed seminary, instead of
to the one at Cahors which is flourishing with so many
blessings. You know what I wrote you about it and the
struggle I had with the dispensation of the cantor of my
cathedral Church, who finally made up his mind to go
through with it. He passed that time with such piety to the
satisfaction of everybody that I would find it difficult to
express.
If, however, M. de Magnac cannot appreciate all these
reasons, since he is a pious person whom I do not wish to
offend, I beg you to make him understand that I will
permit him to receive this cleric into the seminary of
Magnac and keep him there for a year. After that, if he is
of service to them, they can submit a request to me and I
shall transfer him to them entirely to remain permanently.
In that case, I shall issue dimissorial letters for him, as I
prefer to make an outright gift of him, than to make such
a breach in the rules of my diocese.
I remain always, Sir....
Alain,
Bishop of Cahors.
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1340 - TO ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC,
BISHOP OF CAHORS.
Paris, the last day of the year 1650
Excellency,
The unusual amount of business in which I have been
involved lately has deprived me of the happiness of writing
to you. I am writing on the last day of the year to renew
to you the offer of my obedience for the coming year and
for all of my life. I beg you, Excellency, to accept it and
kindly allow me to inform you of the arrival of your good
Fathers' in this city about two or three weeks ago.
They have returned in fairly good health, thank God.
The companion of Father Vitet has not been too well since
his arrival. I have spoken to them separately and together;
they still seem to be quite attached to their vocation. They
told me that they were running a risk in Rome because of
the habit. Father Vitet has sent you a complete report. In
private, he told me that he thinks it would be well,
Excellency, if you sent someone back to Rome in habitu
sancto,2 to act frankly and to face up to Father Guérin in
the conduct of your business. He also feels that it is not
necessary to send two monks; one and a servant will be
sufficient.
Here is his argument: to end this affair, he says, it must
be done either by the Pope directly or by commissioners
from here or by Parlement. He excludes the commissioners
because Parlement has taken the matter in hand and the
last notice that Sainte-Geneviève had served to Chancelade
1304 - The original signed letter is extant in the archives of the
Chapter of Cahors, Massabie foundation, folio 2, no. 55.
1 Fathers Vitet and Parrot.
2 The

habit of the monks of Chancelade. In a previous letter (No.
1256) mention was made of not wearing their religious habit while
in Rome and the possible excommunication for that.
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forbids any knowledge of it being noised abroad. Most
probably this will annul as a violation what the
commissioners will have heard through an appeal.
He sees problems in applying to Parlement because he
fears having already been thwarted by the many
councillors with children at home. He is also apprehensive
because of their esteem for that Congregation through its
extension into the majority of provinces in the kingdom.
Nor will they be willing to make room for another
Congregation which these Fathers have always opposed
and prevented from expanding.
As for recourse to the Pope, he sees very clearly that
there will be difficulties, but he does not think it will be
impossible, judging from the atmosphere in the court and
with the help of Abbe Tinti3 and several other persons of
his status.
Such, Excellency, are his reasons. It is up to you to
come to a decision. He is offering quite simply to serve
you in the places and in the manner you wish, whether
here, in Rome, at Chancelade, or any other place you
might like.
His companion, whom I also interviewed in private,
told me that this good Father was a little upset for fear of
having displeased you in some way. However, he thinks
that he is firm and stable in his vocation. They are both
waiting for the orders it will please you to give them.
In Rome, they became acquainted with M. Ferentilli,
one of the most competent prelates of that court. He
highly esteems you, Excellency, and is very good to us.
They are relying on his good advice and his favor. They
have the highest praise for Father Assistant of the
Jacobins4 and they hope to accomplish something good, in
3

Agent in Rome for the French king.

4 Dominicans.

Jacobins was the name popularly given to the
Dominicans whose house in Paris was in the Rue Saint Jacques.
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a roundabout way and with the sanction of M. Ferentilli.
We have sent workers to the bishop of Perigueux.6 I
beg Your Excellency to give them your blessing in spirit
and to me also, who request it of you. Prostrate in spirit at
your feet I remain, Excellency, your most humble and
obedient servant,
Vincent de Paul,
Priest of the Mission.
Addressed: The Bishop of Cahors, at Cahors.

1325 - TO ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC,
BISHOP OF CAHORS.
Excellency,

Paris, February 18, 1651.

I am very pleased that your health is becoming
stronger and I sincerely wish that God will grant you
enough strength to continue your good services to His
5 Charles Bayart and Denis Laudin. For biographical data on Charles
Bayart see No. 1224, n.2; Denis Laudin, born at Provins
(Seine-et-Marne) on January 15, 1622, entered the Congregation of
the Mission on April 21, 1647, pronounced his vows in September
1649, and was ordained a priest on December 25, 1649. He first
went to Montauban, then we find him at Richelieu where he filled
the function of procurator (1651-1657). In the capacity of superior
he was stationed at Mans (1657-1668), Troyes (1668-1675), Angers
(1675-1679), and Fontainebleau (1679-1690). Between 1682 and
1686 he served as Visitor of the Province of Champagne. He left
Fontainebleau in 1690 to go to the house of Saint-Cyr of which he
became the superior the following year. A grave illness and poor
eyesight prompted his return to Saint-Lazare where he died on April
12.
6 Philibert

de Brandon.

Letter 1325. - Signed letter. Archives of the Chapter of Cahors,
Massabie estate, folio 3, no. 2, original. The postscript is in the
Saint's own hand.
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Church for another half century. This is the grace I often
ask of Him; and the most urgent request that I can make
you, Excellency, is that you take care of yourself for your
own preservation.'
I am also pleased that the state of affairs of your
Chancelade monks has an advantage over the summons
issued against them by the Sainte-Geneviève monks, and
for the fact the Bishop of Chartres2 has been appointed
commissioner. I have written entreating him to accept the
Brief of His Holiness and to protect the interests of the
above mentioned monks of Chancelade, giving testimony
on their behalf of all the good things which I owe to their
virtue and to the usefulness of their Congregation.
And, according to the instruction you gave me to see
the Queen for you, I have done this, Excellency. Her
Majesty was very pleased with the news of your health and
with your decision. She told me that you may choose the
person whom you consider most able and qualified for
this position and she will have the King confirm the
appointment.3
I pray Our Lord to make known to you His most holy
Will. I remain, with my entire will, in His love, Excellency,
your most humble and obedient servant,
Vincent DePaul,
Unworthy priest of the Mission.
I do not know, Excellency, if you are acquainted with
the Abbot of Saint-Astier;4 he works very hard for the
Church of God.
Addressed: To His Excellency, Bishop and Count of Cahors.
1See No. 1318.
2 Jacques Lescot.
3Bishop Solminihac chose as his successor Nicolas Sevin, Bishop of

Sarlat.
4 Gabriel de la Paume de Foursat, Abbot of Saint-Astier, in the

diocese of Périgueux (1631-1655).
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1350 - ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT
Mercuès, April 26, 1651.
Sir
M. Cuissot' told me that he wrote to you about the
care and diligence with which I tried to prevent your men,
whom you had sent to Périgueux, from leaving, but I was
not able to do so because I heard about it too late, the
matter being decided by the time I was informed about it.
I fully realized, by a letter from the Bishop of Périgueux
and from a report given me by M. Cuissot, that he is not
the cause, but that it was M. de Bassancourt2 who got the
upper hand.
I think I sent you word that I knew, when he returned
from Alet, that he wanted the seminary directed by certain
clergymen, but I dissuaded him from this and got him to
decide to hand the direction over to your men. I have a
feeling that the report which the Pastor of Saint-Sulpice
compiled about the seminary, the seminarians and those
charged with the direction,3 had a lot to do with this and
Letter 1350 - Archives of the bishopric of Cahors, folio, copy made
from the original letter.
1Gilbert

Cuissot, born on November 5, 1607, was a priest for six
years when he entered the Congregation of the Mission on May 14,
1637. After having directed the establishment at Luçon, he was
named Superior at La Rose (1640-1644), then at the College of the
Bons-Enfants (October 14, 1644-1646), where he pronounced his
Vows on November 11, 1644. He is then found at the Seminary of
Mans (1646) and at Saint-Lazare (1646-1647). The Seminary at
Cahors had him as its head from 1647 to 1662, and the house of
Richelieu from 1662 to 1666, the year in which he died (cf. Vol. I,
No. 270, n. 3).

2 Brandon

de Bassancourt, Vicar General of Prigueux.

de 1 'établissement dun séminaire dans un diocese by a priest
of the clergy [Jean-Jacques Olier], Paris, 1651, in -4. The second
part of this treatise remained a manuscript.

3 Project
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may indeed be the only cause. The Dean of Carennac4
sent it to me. I am going to write and tell him that I found
it a fine piece of work and well compiled; as for
practicality in this area, I consider it not only very
difficult, but impossible.
He states that only a few persons are needed for its
direction, and that three clergymen along with the bishop,
as Superior, will suffice. He goes on to describe the
qualities of these clergymen and what they must be.
I think I have one of the finest and perhaps the best
clergy of the dioceses of this kingdom. I am going to ask
the Dean of Carennac, who is in my diocese, to name just
one priest who possesses these qualities. May I add that in
fifty years I do not think I have come across such a one.
There is a great difference between practice and theory.
It seems to me that I have irrefutable arguments
against that, and to demonstrate that, of necessity, the
direction of seminaries should be entrusted to communities. Saint Charles, whom God gave to His Church as an
example of perfection to all bishops, used similar means,
entrusting the direction of his seminaries to communities.
The Bishop of Périgueux will be here a week from
today and I hope he will stay the whole month of May. We
shall find out in more detail just what happened.
In the meantime, I am asking you to please read the
enclosed document, where you will learn a story that took
place at my Synod, the like of which has been unheard of
in the Church of God,5 up to the present. This document
4A

locality in the area of Gourdon, Lot.
Bishop of Cahors had enemies, even among his own clergy. His
first biographer (Chastenet, op.cit., p. 358) wrote, "One day during
the Synod, they forced the doors of the episcopal palace, introduced
into the assembly of the priests of Jesus Christ laymen, armed for
rioting and violence; harassed the doorman and dragged by the hair
one of the ushers who was standing at the door of the hail. They
shouted at the top of their lungs, 'tyranny, tyranny, oppression,

5The
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records only a part of what happened because it was drawn
up in haste, since I had to return here due to my ailment,
and those who witnessed it had to return to their
benefices.
Never has the city of Cahors (or so it is alleged) seen
anything like so pious and devout a procession which took
place in the morning, at which six hundred pastors were
present and all the clergy of my cathedral church. It was so
orderly that everyone was moved with devotion. Each year
a large gathering of outsiders come to see this Synod,
which is considered the most beautiful of the Kingdom.
This time it was thronged with so many important people
from within and without the diocese, and the ue d
streets where the procession passed were so jammed that it
could hardly get through. The windows facing the streets
were also packed with people watching it pass. But three
hours later these organizers and their followers surely filled
this town with so much scandal, that it has never seen the
like, so they say. Pious people were seen entering my
episcopal palace weeping and everyone, except these
rebels, was grieved, shouting, "punishment, punishment!"
I am writing to the bishops in Paris and am sending the
report and a part of the information we have drawn up to
the agents for presentation. I think this business is of such
importance to all the prelates and to the whole Church
that I am wondering whether the Queen should be
informed and it be taken to the Supreme Council.
In the meantime, when you see the Chancellor,6 tell
him how much I rejoiced in his glorious recall, because I
am his most humble servant. Take the opportunity to tell
oppression. . .' A certain Prior, who had no right to enter the Synod,
rushed to his throne and performed episcopal functions." This
unfortunate incident took place last April 20. (Abel de Valon, op,
cit., p. 176).
6 Pierre

Sguier.
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him this extraordinary story and to dispose him to give us
his protection, which I am hoping for. I would feel much
better if you talk to him about it, before the bishops do
SO.

My health is changed because I have done exactly as
you wished me to do, namely, obeying the doctors
exactly, but I must say that the most important doctor is
myself. They all admit that they have never seen a better
constitution than mine and they think I will bury those
who were seeking to succeed me. God will take care of all
things according to His good pleasure, which we shall
always adore and submit to with great pleasure.
In the meantime, I implore Him to grant you all the
graces that I wish for you, Sir, you...
ALAIN,
Bishop of Cahors.

1357 - TO ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC,
BISHOP OF CAHORS'

[May 1651] 2

I thank you very humbly, Excellency, for the honor
you gave your seminary by comforting it with your dear
presence and your paternal instructions during ordinations.
Letter 1357 - Abelly, op.cit., Vol. III, Chapt. XI, Sect. IV, p. 143.
1Abelly states that this letter is addressed to a "holy prelate who took

the trouble, during the Deacons' retreat, to give them a daily
conference." These words bring to mind the Bishop of Cahors, Alain
de Solminihac. The contents of the letter changed probability into
certainty.
2 This letter answers No. 1350.
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I also thank God for the favor He granted those who had
the happiness of hearing you and of observing, at its
source, the ecclesiastical spirit. I hope they will remember
this all their lives and that the results will last for several
centuries.
Moreover, Excellency, I received the letter you wrote
me with joy because it is your letter and with sorrow,
seeing what happened at your Synod. In all this,
Excellency, I admire, on the one hand, the plan of God,
Who chooses this means of exercising the virtue of one of
His greatest servants, and on the other, the good use that
Your Excellency has made of this exercise. I beg His
Divine goodness to strengthen you more and more during
this trial, so that by dint of patience you may arrive at the
objective of your holy intentions, to the shame of those
who have dared to thwart you.

1376 - ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT.
Chancelade, July 2, 1651.
Sir
I had begged you to remind the Queen of what she had
condescended to promise me regarding the successor to my
bishopric. When you spoke to her about it, she told you I
might choose the person I considered most fit for the
service of God, and she would have him approved by the
King. At the same time as you sent me this word, I had
Letter 1376 - Archives of the See of Cahors, folio, copy made from
the original letter.
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prayers said by my entire diocese and elsewhere that God
would make known to me the person most agreeable to
Him for such a great and important position.
After careful consideration of those who came to
mind, having examined their qualifications and consulted
experienced and pious persons, I have selected the Bishop
of Sarlat1 for the following reasons: he is a prelate who
lives a holy life, gives excellent example, is quite detached,
eminently pious, of solid virtue, very learned and preaches
well. He is also most zealous, has a fine mind, common
sense, excellent health, and is well built. He is quite
conscientious, hard-working and vigilant, well versed in the
direction of a diocese, and is generally held in high repute
in this province. Moreover, he agrees with me as to the
direction of his diocese and seminaries, and is neither too
old nor too young.
I do not know of anyone in my surrounding district
who possesses the qualities that my diocese requires, as he
does, nor of anyone who can even compare with him. All
who know him consider him a worthy bishop. Therefore, I
implore you to finish the good work you have so well
begun, since the Queen deigns to grant this favor to me
and to my diocese, and please do not lose any time about
it. I am sending you the letter I am writing to Her Majesty,
which I beg you to deliver to her and to explain to her the
reasons which have compelled me to choose the Bishop of
Sarlat.
Because I cannot ask for a coadjutor, being in good
health and fully determined to die in office, the King will
have to appoint one to me and I shall have to give my
consent as I am doing now with this letter, expecting that
you will send me an official form, which I beg you do to
so that it can be drawn up by public register.
'Nicolas Sevin.
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M. Sevin, brother of the Bishop of Sarlat, to whom he
wrote about this, will help you in this matter and in
everything he can for the carrying out of this business.
You may communicate it to him and bind him to secrecy,
which is essential in this case. Do not talk about this, I beg
you, neither to my ecclesiastical judge nor to Fathers
Parrot and Vitet, nor to anybody except the Queen and to
those before whom this matter must be drawn up. In this
case, you will be rendering a great service to God and to
your Congregation which this great bishop loves as much
as anyone in this kingdom, except for myself, who cherish
and esteem it as much as everyone else put together. Please
send me news of this business and the outcome of your
negotiations.
You wrote asking me to allow you to remind me to
appoint an abbot in my place.2 I beg you to believe that I
desire this passionately, but, since I am aware that should
this election take place before the Abbot of Grosbois'
decision is annulled, it would mean losing the abbey, I am
constrained to put it off until such time. All the good
monks in that house agree with me, as the letter written to
you by the superior of that house will explain, begging you
not to mention it to Father Vitet and Parrot nor to anyone
else and believe me always, Sir. .
ALAIN
Bishop of Cahors.

2 For

the Abbey of Chancelade.
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1398 - ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT
Mercues, August 29, 1651.
Sir,
With regard to what I wrote to Fathers Vitet and
Parrot about requesting you to beg the Queen to order the
General of Sainte -Geneviève, them and me, to put aside
the quarrel between us, by the advice of some prelates and
State Councillors, they wrote notifying me that when it
pleases them those of Sainte-Geneviève might have the
appeal pleaded by writ of error to Parlement and that this
would seek to make our parties agree, which is what they
want. Nevertheless, this is shameful for us, since we have
such a good cause. Finally, if the Queen allows
commissioners, it is to be feared that after the majority'
they will be unwilling to act without a new commission.
This is the contents of their letter. From it you see the
truth of the information you have received, which is that
they do not want to see this business come to an end, but
are trying to put it off indefinitely. I thought I should
notify you of this so that you will pay no attention to
what they tell you, if it pleases the Queen to grant us this
grace, as I have been assured that she would, if she were
aware of the struggles I have undergone in our Estates of
this region to put into execution the orders she has given
me.2 I have had to take action for this and to break up the
Letter 1398 - Archives of the Bishopric of Cahors, folio, copy made
from the original.
1Throughout this period, the Queen, Anne of Austria, was Regent of

France during the minority of Louis XIV (1638-1715). He was
crowned in 1654.
2

It seems that Solminihac is referring to a Provincial Estates, a local
democratic assembly. From what he says further on, he appears to
have been appointed as a delegate to the Estates-General which met
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opposing forces with so much determination and
contention of mind that I fell ill and am still feeling the
effects of it.
I am not sure whether you know that I have been
appointed as delegate with all possible honor. Nevertheless,
I found it extremely difficult to make up my mind to go,
or rather to discover the will of God in that manner. I
think that for the past three months I have been praying
incessantly to ask God for the light to recognize what He
requires of me in this affair. Having thought it over
carefully, I have come to a decision.
The letters I have received from Paris, written by
various persons of eminent piety, urging me continuously
to go there, the unamimous wishes of outstanding persons
of this area, and their earnest entreaties have helped me
considerably. But what I have observed happening in our
Estates has served, more than anyting else, to make me
come to a decision, so that now I have no more
difficulties. The consolation of seeing you and talking with
you will compensate amply for the worry I feel at being so
far from my diocese.
In the meantime, I feel it my duty to tell you that the
diocese of Toulouse is in a far worse state than people
think. I imagine you know about the death of the
Archbishop.3 You know that Jansenism is deeply rooted
there. I consider it advisable that you inform the Queen of
this situation so that Her Majesty may reflect carefully on
making a good choice to fill such an important post. It is
doubtful that either in these parts or in those there are any
persons with the requisite qualities, although there are
prelates of outstanding piety and virtue. Nevertheless, we
do not feel that they possess all that would be necessary,
in Paris. This is not at all certain since the Estates-General was not
summoned between 1614 and 1789.
3Charles

de Montchal had died on August 22.
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plus the fact that the most pious, who are anxious to fulfill
their obligations, would not accept the position because of
Parlement, which is always opposed to the projects of the
Archbishops and render most of their good offices useless.
I do not know if you remember that, when it was the
case of appointing someone to the Archbishopric of
Bordeaux, I told you that the appointee would be happy
and sorry about it. I have heard that this good Bishop4
regrets it all the time. I would be the most mistaken man
in the world if the person who accepts the Archbishopric
of Toulouse does not follow suit, and you shall see about
that. I assure you that, were I not what I am, I would
rather spend my whole life as a vicar than be an archbishop;
and I feel that those who want to be faithful to their duty
will be of the same opinion. May God inspire the Queen to
choose a person according to her own heart! In the
meantime, believe me, Sir...
ALAIN,
Bishop of Cahors.

1419 - ALAIIN DE SOLMIINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT.
Mercues, November 2, 1651.
Sir
The Abbe de Marmiesse, representative for the clergy,'
wrote to me that unionized clergymen of my diocese were
4 Henri de Béthune, formerly Bishop of Maillezais. He occupied the

See of Bordeaux from 1646 to 1680. More than once his patience
was tried by the Due d'Epernon, Governor of Guyenne.
Letter 1419 - Archives of the Bishopric of Cahors, folio, copy made
from the original.
1Bernard Coignet de Marmiesse, Doctor of the Sorbonne, Canon of
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ready to do whatever the Archbishop of Bourges,2 the
Bishops of Senlis,3 of Lodve4 and of Prigueux,5 and you
and M. de la Marguerie6 and the representatives of the clergy
would order and they seek my consent, which I concede
most willingly. This is a concern common to all the
prelates, so I feel sure that they will be careful to maintain
what is due to the episcopal character and dignity. I have
no doubt that you and M. de la Marguerie will do the
same.
I do not know whether you remember that when I
wrote you that these persons had come together and had
unionized, you sent me word that you were worried about
the possible consequences this might have, which you had
evidently foreseen. That is why it is absolutely imperative
to break up that syndicate which carries very pernicious
consequences for all the bishops. Any gestures of
submission they might make without doing that would
mean nothhing to me. We would always have to start all
over again; and if they do not do it, others will. This is the
duty of the representatives to whom I am writing in this
letter. In the meantime, I shall remain..
ALAIN,
Bishop of Cahors.
Toulouse, representative of the clergy at the assemblies of 1645,
1650, and 16531 appointed Bishop of Couserans on May 28, 1653,
died on January 22, 1680.
2

Anne de
3 Nicolas

Levy de Ventadour (1651-1662)

Sanguin (1622-1653)

4 François

Bosquet (1648-1657)

5 Philibert

de Brandon (1648-1652)

6 Elie Laisn, Lord of Marguerie and of Dourville, common Councillor
of State. He had given to Saint Vincent, on October 31, 1633, two
hundred livres from the revenue of the town hail "on the condition
that every five years he send three priests and a brother to give
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1422 - ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT.
Mercues, November 8, 1651.
Sir
I have received your letter of October 8. We shall await
the Queen's return, since you consider it advisable for the
business of Sainte-Geneviève. In the meantime, I am most
obliged to you and thank you for the care you have taken
with M. de la Marguerie to put an end to the business of
the union. I beg you to accept my opinions and reasons
which I indicated in a letter that I have had my Vicar
General write to my ecclesiastical judge, with orders to
show it to you and to M. de la Marguerie.
I must tell you, in all sincerity, that all those who have
seen the articles of the above mentioned unionized clergy
were greatly astonished at them and were indignant with
our judge because he allowed them to be discussed, being
slanderous libel, since he knows better. They dealt with
my synodal statutes, which have nothing to do either with
the Council or Parlement. It is before the Pope, who has
never been willing to listen to the syndicated clergy, no
matter how strongly they have insisted, but he has listened
to us. The clergy has no say in the synodal statutes; only
the Chapter of the Cathedral Church must voice its
opinion, which I am in no way obliged to follow.
Moreover, I would never allow it to be discussed; the
consequences would be too damaging. Our ecclesiastical
judge was very wrong in allowing it to be spoken about.
That is neither here nor there in the lawsuit. His manner of
missions for four months, including travel to and from, in the
diocese of Angouleme." After losing his wife, he took Holy Orders.
He died on October 3, 1656 (cf. Vol. I, No. 299, n. 4).
Letter 1422 - Archives of the Bishopric of Cahors, folio, copy made
from the original.
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proceeding is very blameworthy. I, personally, think he
meant well, but I am quite familiar with his mentality and
his way of acting.
I have signed the request which M. Treffort' presented
me and in the format he wished. The notice you received is
very good. The above mentioned M. Treffort did not think
we should appoint M. Dorance, the lieutenant of our
ecclesiastical judge, because of the soldiery that is looting
the whole countryside; but I have given the charge to an
upright clergyman near that place, whom he mentioned to
me, and I assure you on this occasion as in all encounters
in which I can be useful to you, I shall prove to you that I
remain...
ALAIN,
Bishop of Cahors.

1450 - ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT.
Mercues, January 24, 1652.
Sir
After I had written to you, having reflected on the
note added to your letter, I thought it advisable for you to
take the trouble to write to me by return mail about its
contents, enlarging upon this, since after you had signed
these propositions which had been sent, you were
informed that a marginal note had been added to the
1Simon Treffort. For biographical data see No. 1308.
Letter 1450 - Archives of the See of Cahors, folio, copy made from
the original letter.
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article concerning the 800 livres "for which provision will
be made at the next synod." You feel obliged to bring to
my attention that, in the contract by which you
undertook the direction of the seminary, it is stated that,
since I was expecting my clergy to contribute 800 livres
every year for the upkeep of six ecclesiastical seminarians,
you engaged yourself to maintain them with the above
mentioned sum and that, by a general deliberation of my
synod, it was decidedrnemine reluctante1 that the 800 livres
would be paid every year to said seminary, taken from the
contributions given for the auditing of the accounts. This
decision was confirmed by letters patent from the King
and it has been acted upon since that time. So you are
asking me not to allow anything to be changed and to
reflect that, if that happened, there would be nothing
fixed. You are expecting this from my integrity and from
the affection I have for my seminary and my clergy, who
profit from them.2
If you think it advisable to write to me, do not allow
the words set down here prevent you from doing so. All
that is just to let you know my opinion which I submit to
yours. In the meantime, I remain, Sir, your...
ALAIN,
Bishop of Cahors.
1
2 The priests of the Mission preserve in their archives an original

manuscript containing "the articles that refer to the unionized
clergymen of the diocese of Cahors;" said manuscript is covered with
cancellations, corrections and additions, each page signed with the
names of Vincent de Paul and Laisn de la Marguerie. It ends with
the words: "Seen and examined by us, the undersigned, in Paris,
with regard to the present articles and petitions, on January 10,
1652, at the same time that the parties signed the decision and
issued their difficulties and the present articles, discourses, doubts to
the above mentioned parties. Laisn, Vincent DePaul."
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1558 - ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT.
Mercues, October 2, 1652.
Sir
You must have no doubt that all suggestions coming
from you are agreeable to me. I am much obliged for the
one you offered me concerning the Bishop of Sarlat1and I
thank you very humbly. I should willingly give my blood
to see it put into effect. I have sent him the letters which I
wrote to the Queen, to the Cardinal and to Father Paulin .2
To this end, I beg you to help us in this business, at least
with your good advice, if at present you cannot do
anything else.
I am sure that personally you are not sorry to be
relieved of the difficulties in which you were involved ;3
but the Church is suffering a great loss; indeed, it would be
most desirable that you remain always in that position.
My thanks also for keeping me up to date on what is
happening because, in times such as ours, this is very
important for me; and I profit personally from it. I would
very much like that gentleman who is bothering you to
know that I have never enjoyed better health than at
present, nor been more zealous and desirous of doing my
duty, so that he might turn his pretentions elsewhere.
If we obtain peace, they will probably call for the
State Assembly.4 If you are informed of this, please let me
Letter 1558 - Archives of the Bishopric of Cahors, folio, copy made
from the original.

i Nicolas
Sevin.
2 Jules
Cardinal Mazarin; Charles Paulin, S.J., confessor of the King
3Saint Vincent was no longer a member of the Royal Council for
Ecclesiastical Affairs (Council of Conscience). Cardinal Mazarin
forced his removal from this Council.
41t appears from the context that Bishop Solminihac was referring to
an Estates-General. This national assembly could be summoned only
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know, especially if you think I must go to it because,
except for the need of the service of God, of His Church
and of the King, I feel I should not leave my diocese. In
the meantime, I beg you to believe that I remain, Sir.
ALAIN,
Bishop of Cahors.

1572—TO ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC,
BISHOP OF CAHORS1
[November 1653]
I could not describe my distress, Excellency, at the
thought of the sickness that is threatening your city nor
how humbled I am because of the trust you are placing in
by the King, for the sole purpose of advising him. It was divided into
three sections: FIRST ESTATE - clergy; SECOND ESTATE nobility; THIRD ESTATE - everyone else. The representatives from
each Estate met in separate halls and voted independently of the
other Estates. The Majority opinion of each Estate became the vote
of that group (each Estate had one vote). Since no Estates-General
met between 1614 and 1789, what Bishop Solminihac speculated
about did not come to pass. Although during this same period local
assemblies, modeled on the Estates-General, did meet, it would seem
more probable that he referred to the national assembly because of
his anxiety about being absent from his diocese, his reference to the
King, and his request for information from Saint Vincent who
resided in Paris where an Estates-Gemeral would assemble.
Letter 1572 - Abelly, op. cit., Vol. III, Chapt. XI, Section IV, pp.
145 and following.
1Abelly did not mention the name of the recipient of this letter; all
he says is that this letter was addressed to "a very virtuous prelate."
Since he quotes an extract from the answer of the prelate and since
this quotation is found word for word in letter 1576, written by
Alain de Solminihac, there is no possibility of doubt.
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me. I am praying, with all my heart, that God will avert
this calamity from the people in your diocese, and make
me worthy to respond, according to His Spirit, to your
order.2
My humble opinion is, therefore, Excellency, that a
prelate who finds himself in this situation must remain
ready to provide for the spiritual and temporal needs of his
entire diocese, for the duration of this public calamity and
must not shut himself up in one place, nor busy himself
with any other work that prevents him from providing for
others, especially if he is not only the Bishop of that place,
but of his whole diocese. His guidance must be oriented in
such a way that he shares his care and not confine it to one
particular place, unless he is able to provide for the
salvation of souls of that place through his pastors or other
priests. In this case, I think he is obliged to risk his life for
their salvation and leave to Divine Providence the care of
all the rest.
One of the greatest prelates of this Kingdom acts in
this manner; his name is . . . and he has disposed his
pastors to risk their lives for the salvation of their
parishioners. When the sickness breaks out in a place, he
goes there to ascertain if the pastor has remained steadfast,
to encourage him in his decision and, finally, to counsel
him and point out the most efficacious means of assisting
his parishioners. He makes this visit without exposing
himself to the sick persons, then he returns home, disposed
to risk his own life, if he cannot provide for the needs of a
parish through others. If Saint Charles Borromeo acted
differently, it was apparently because of a special
inspiration from God or because the plague was only in the
city of Milan.
2 Father Chastent (op.cit., pp. 472 and following) describes in his

work the admirable behavior of Alain de Solminihac for the duration
of the plague.
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But since it is difficult to do in a large diocese what is
easily accomplished in a small one, it would seem to be a
good thing, Excellency, for you to visit the parts where
the sickness is at present, to encourage your pastors; or if
some difficulty or the danger of being taken prisoner
during this time of war were to prevent you from going,
then send your archdeacons or other clergymen into those
sections for the same purpose. As soon as you are
informed that the sickness has broken out in some locality,
you should send some clergyman to strengthen the pastor
and to render corporal assistance to the plaque stricken.
When the Queen of Poland was informed that the
contagion had entered Cracow and that the houses of the
plague stricken were closed as soon as someone was
stricken, and thus the healthy and the sick were left there
to suffer hunger and cold, she decided to send a goodly
sum of money by two Missionaries, who were ordered to
provide food for the houses of the plague stricken without,
however, putting themselves in danger. There were some
monks who were risking their lives to administer the
Sacraments; so by these means, this good Queen, if not
able to arrest, at least diminished quite a lot, the ravages
caused by this sickness and infinitely consoled that city,
which is the capital of the Kingdom. And since the city of
Warsaw, which is now the residence of the Kings, has been
stricken with the same disease, one of our priests sent me
word that she has issued the same order and has given the
same assistance to that city through a priest and a brother
of the Mission.
The people of rural areas affilicted with the plague
are usually abandoned and in great need of food. It would
be an action worthy of your piety, Excellency, to see to
that by sending alms to all those places and to put them in
3 Louise-Marie

de Gonzague.
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the hands of good pastors, who will see that they receive
bread, wine, and a small quantity of meat which these
poor people will go and pick up at the places and times
indicated to them.
If there is some question about the uprightness of the
pastor, then the order should be handed to the nearest
pastor or vicar or to some good parishioners who can do
this. There are good people in every parish, capable of
doing this, especially if they are not required to converse
with the plague stricken. I hope, Excellency, that if it
pleases God to bless this good work, Our Lord will receive
great glory and you, Excellency, will receive consolation
during your life and at your death, and your diocese, great
edification. But to do this it is absolutely essential that
you do not close yourself in.
Your Missionaries have informed me, Excellency, that
Our Lord has granted them the grace to risk their lives, one
after the other, for the plague stricken whether it be the
sick in their section or those of the city in general. Now, I
have written that they are to take orders from you; I very
humbly beg you to make what use you like of us in the
way your incomparable goodness will see fit.
Usually there are a large number of monks who
volunteer to care for the plague stricken. I am sure there
are some in your city and perhaps, Excellency, you will
find enough in your diocese, both for the town and the
countryside, instead of the archdeacons and the priests
whom I mentioned above.
This leaflet that I am sending you,4 will explain the
order which the Archbishop of Paris has imposed on this
diocese to remedy the inexpressible mireries found here. It
may give you some idea of the way in which you can help
the poor of your diocese.
4

me Etat Sommaire (October 20-25, 1652).
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1615 - ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC TO SAINT VINCENT
Mercues, May 17, 1653.
Sir,
Your constant goodness towards me that you show me
whenever we meet compels me to notify you of the
important events that are happening in my diocese. Two
years ago I wrote you about the disorders caused to my
synod by the clergymen. You will see, in the copy of the
letter that I am writing to the bishops who are in Paris,
what chaos the so-called hidden unionists caused in the
one I have just held. I say 'hidden' because they did not
appear at the proceedings, although they were united with
the others and acted together with them. I was well aware
of this; but the great desire I had to preserve union and
peace between my Cathedral Chapter and myself led me to
close my eyes to it, hoping thereby to win over these
minds by kindness. But all that was useless, although I
treated them as well as they might desire and more so;
everybody criticizes me for this, because they have ceased
to acknowledge each other. And because of my manner of
acting, they have become more inflexible than ever in order
to shock and offend me as much as possible. The decree of
the Council was executed in our Synod with edification;
everything else was as disorderly and scandalous as
possible.
I am including the answer I gave them when the article
pertaining to the 800 liures was read, after I had your
letter on this subject read.
When you see M. de la Marguerie, I beg you to show
him the copy of the letter to the bishops, and assure him
of my services. I am so busy that I cannot write to him. I
Letter 1615 - Archives of the See of Cahors, folio, copy made from
the original.
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have sent to the agents of the clergy the document I have
drawn up concerning the execution of the above
mentioned decree and articles granted by you and by him.
With his consent I have made the exchange of the
perpetual vicariate of Borrèze1 with a small parish and
have assigned to it one of the most capable and virtuous
clergymen of my diocese.
Father Paulin's2 death will delay the two business
matters he had taken care of. The Bishop of Sarlat has
promised me that he will write about this to the person
who has taken his place, at least with regard to
Chancelade. I have requested that he also write about the

other. He is being pressured to write to the Cardina13
about it, from what he tells me, but I would not dare
advise him to do so without your opinion, which I am
asking you to give us, and if you are well acquainted with
the King's confessor,4 please recommend both these affairs
to him, and believe me, Sir...
ALAIN
Bishop of Cahors.

1 Locality near Sarlat (Dordogne).
2 Charles Paulin, S.J., confessor to the King. He died on April 12. For

his biographical data see No. 1234.
Jules Cardinal Mazarin.
4 Jacques Dinet, S.J.replaceci Charles Paulin. For the former's

biographical data see No. 1341.
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1636 - TO ALAIN DE SOLMINIHAC,
BISHOP OF CAHORS.
Paris, July 5, 1653.
Excellency,
I am sending you some news that will please you
greatly; it is the condemnation of the Jansenists, whose
five propositions have been declared heretical since June 9.
The Bull was posted in Rome that same day and arrived in
this city on the feast of Saint Peter. It was presented to the
King and Queen by the Nuncio,' and their Majesties
received it very well; the Cardinal2 has promised to see
that it is put into execution. The whole of Paris thrilled
with joy, at least those on the good side, and the others
give evidence of a willingness to submit to it. M. Singlin,3
who together with M. Arnauld, is the patriarch, said that
Letter 1636 - Turin files, original signed letter.
'Nicolas Bagni.
2 Jules

Cardinal Mazarin.

3 Nicolas

Singlin, born in Paris in 1607, was apprenticed to a cloth
merchant, when at twenty-two years of age, touched by grace, he
decided to give himself to God. Saint Vincent encouraged him to

learn Latin, had him enter Orders and as soon as he was a
Sub-deacon, entrusted to him the work of teaching catechism to the
children at the Piti. One day, narrates Marguerite Perrier, whose
story seems suspect, Singlin, then filled with veneration for Saint
Vincent, met a pious women in the courtyard of the hospice, who
fortold 'a horrible persecution' and pointing to the Saint added: "He
will be one of the persecutors." Shortly afterwards, on March 26,
1633, Nicolas Singlin, already won over to Saint-Cyran's idea, was
ordained a priest and was chosen by the latter to hear the
confessions of the nuns of Port-Royal. He fled in 1661 to avoid a
lettre de cachet and took refuge on one of the estates of the Duchess
de Longueville. He returned to Paris in secret, and died there on
April 17, 1664. (Mémoire de Mademoiselle Marguerite Perrier, niece
de Pascal in the Recueil de plusieurs pièces pour servir a 1 'histoire du
Port-Royal, Utrecht, 1740, in-12, pp. 167-172).
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the Holy See must be obeyed; and M. du Hamel, Pastor of
Saint-Merry,4 one of the buttresses of this new doctrine, is
in the same disposition and has offered personally to
publish the Bull in his church. Many of the prominent
townspeople, among others Monsieur and Madame de
Liancourt, say that they are no longer what they were. In a
word, hopes are high that all will give their assent. This
does not mean that some are not finding it difficult to
swallow the pill and go so far as to say that, although the
sentiments of Jansenius were condemned, theirs were not;
but I have only heard one person express himself thus.
In any case, Excellency, this decision is a grace from
God, so great that everybody is rejoicing over it here, and
those who know the evils these past agitations have caused
cannot be grateful enough for such a benefit. I hope,
Excellency, that, as you have contributed to achieving this
by signing the letter addressed to His Holiness, you will be
among the most fervent in thanking God and in imploring
Him to complete the work of uniting minds. I am sure the
Bishop of Sarlat5 will do the same, if you will kindly send
him a copy of the enclosed Bull, which has not as yet been
printed.
We are waiting for the Archbishop of Paris,6 who is
absent, to have it translated into French and posted. It is a
decree of the Holy See, after full argument on both sides,
which has made use of all possible precautions to eliminate
4 Henri

du Hamel, born in the diocese of Sens, Pastor of Saint-Maurice
in Yonne district (1642-1644) where he established public penance;
then Pastor of Saint-Merry, in Paris (1644-1666), Canon of
Notre-Dame (1666-1671), once again Pastor of Saint-Maurice
(1671-1682); he died in that place on November 13, 1682. Banished
from Saint-Merry in 1654 because of Jansenism, he did not have
permission to return to his parish until 1664, three years after he
had signed the formulary.

5 Nicolas

Sevin.

6 Jean-Franois

de Gondi.
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any pretext of our parties to complain about it. His
Holiness heard them several times, in private and in public,
not only the first group of doctors sent to prevent him
from pronouncing7 sentence, but also the second group
come to reinforce the others ,8 who spoke for three or four
hours in his presence, reading from a large notebook, all
drawn up, they brought with them from Paris.
Blessed be God that all their efforts were useless and
that souls are enjoying peace from knowledge of the truth
which those people were trying to render obscure! May it
please His Divine Goodness, Excellency, to preserve you
for His Glory! This is one of my greatest wishes, I, who
am, in His Love, Excellency, your most humble and
obedient servant,
Vincent Depaul,
Unworthy priest of the Mission.
At the bottom of the first page: The Bishop of Cahors.

"Oh! what a little thing is required to become a Saint! We
have only to do in all things the will of God."
7 Louis

Gorin de Saint-Amour, Noel de la Lane, Louis Angran and
Jacques Brousse.

8 Father

Desmares, of the Oratory, and Nicolas Manessier; they had
been in Rome since April 19.

